Airfield Operations
During the COVID-19 pandemic we are operating under the following conditions.



Airfield operations will be supervised by an instructor.



Clean all surfaces that you touch, using the cleaning materials provided or your own if
possible (the club has limited supplies):
◦ Aircraft: controls, cockpit edges, microphones, wingtips – whatever you touch.
◦ Launch Caravan: the microphone, the signal button box and the desktop.
◦ Club Vehicles: wipe down all surfaces before using.



Wear gloves if possible. If you have them, use disposable gloves and throw away after
use. If you don’t have gloves, wash your hands thoroughly before and after flying.
Remember not to touch your face.



Maintain distance from other people:
◦ Think carefully about where people need to be when manoeuvring gliders – keep as
far apart as you can, and clean surfaces after touching.
◦ If someone is attaching your cable, close your canopy and DV window.
◦ Only one person in the launch point caravan at a time.
◦ Give log details (name, membership number) to the log keeper by radio if possible.
Otherwise keep your distance from the log keeper when giving details.



If flying dual, both pilots must have considered the risks and be willing to proceed. Read
the BGA advice on this, on the BGA website.



When briefing before and after flight maintain distance between each other.



Make sure you are aware of the current rules sent to pmkinstant by the Chairman. These
may change from day to day.

Take your time when cleaning and wiping both aircraft and club vehicles, don’t be rushed or
distracted.
Anyone not prepared to comply with this guidance must leave the airfield.
Please remember: You may be infectious before you notice any symptoms yourself. We all have
to do everything we can to avoid transmitting it to others
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